
EXERCISES MATH 202B - Sixth Assignment1. Let V and W be G-modules. Calulate the dimension of HomG(V;W ) in terms of themultipliities of irreduible modules in V and W . You an assume the ground �eld tobe algebraially losed (see also the �rst problem in the third homework assignment).Conlude that dim HomG(V;W ) = dim HomG(W;V ) (this was the missing part inour proof of Frobenius reiproity).2. Let A be an algebra over C. An idempotent p 2 A is alled minimal if pAp = Cp, i.e.pap is a multiple of p for any a 2 A.(a) Let A be semisimple and p 2 A be a minimal idempotent. Show that Ap is asimple A-module.(b) Let t be a Young tableau, and P; p;Q; q be as in the leture. Show that (qp)2 is amultiple of qp.() Calulate �reg(qp) (this is the harater of the left regular representation).(d) Show that the multiple in (b) is not equal to 0. (Hint: What is the trae of anilpotent element?)(e) Give a di�erent proof to the one in the leture that St = CSnqp is a simpleSn-module.3. Let p =P�2Sn �. Moreover, let V = CN with its standard basis fe1; :::; eNg and letd 2 Gl(N) (all invertible N �N matries) be a diagonal matrix with diagonal entriesx1; x2; :::; xN .(a) The vetor spae V 
n is aGl(N)-module, with the ation ofGl(N) on V 
n de�ned,as usual, by g:(v1 
 ::: 
 vn) = g:v1 
 ::: 
 g:vn for any g 2 Gl(V ). Moreover, wehave a representation of Sn on V 
n via permutation of the tensor fators. Show thatthis representation ommutes with the ation of Gl(N).(b) Calulate the eigenvalues and eigenspaes of the ation of d on V 
n (see also ()).() Calulate the harater �V 
n(d). Use this and the results in (b) to give a proof ofthe multinomial formula(x1 + :::+ xN )n = Xm1+ ::: +mN=n n!m1!m2! ::: mN !xm11 xm22 ::: xmNN :(d) Let V� � V 
n be an eigenspae of d. Calulate the dimension of pV� (with ationof p as de�ned in (a)).(e) Calulate the trae of djpV
n , the restrition of d to the subspae pV 
n. Remark:The alulation in (e) an be interpreted as alulating the harater of d in theGl(N)-module pV 
n.


